CONTROL CENTRE LITHUANIA

ROOMDIMENSIONS
MODERNIZES
BIGGEST CONTROL CENTRE OF
LITHUANIAN RAILWAYS.
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In collaboration with Indra, Roomdimensions
was commissioned to modernize the biggest
Railway Control Centre of Lithuanian Railways,
managed by the national enterprise Lietuvos
Gelezinkeliai. Apart from the integral design
of
the
operations
environment,
Roomdimensions has taken over much of the
technical assistance for the coordination and
supervision of various activities such as the
supply and installation of all the technical and
auxiliary furniture, both in the Control Centre
as well as in the Crisis and Power Rooms.
The scope of the project comprised the
construction of the new Operations Control
Room, the Power Management Room and the
Crisis Room, defining all the key elements for
an environment of critical operations like this.
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Scope of the project:
Specific illumination system | Decorative
illumination system | Technical acoustic
ceilings | Technical floors at different levels |
13mm vertical phenolic coatings | Integrated
panelled partitioning | Coating for audiovisual
system | Operations Control Consoles | Crisis
Room Consoles | Ergonomic chairs for 24x7
environments | Articulated supports for
monitors | Illumination system for the work
places | Specific archive cabinets.
In order to manage and organize the work
environment, the most advanced railway
technology was used. The proposed solutions
include the new system of Roomdimensions,
the KOMPAS console, a new concept of control
console, designed for the organization of
operations control areas 24x7, where it is

necessary to count on innovative products that
provide the most advanced technological
image and the most advanced features in what
regards cable management and connectivity of
computers located.
The KOMPAS console system is designed for
people that activate in such control
environments, providing a large number of
technical solutions which facilitate the
adaptation of the product to the environment
in which it is installed and a maximum added
value to users.
Organized settings:
-

15 Operators in the Control Room TMC
15 users in the main Crisis Room
2 users in the Power Control Room
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